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Strong Roots is the name of this Inspired Flow Art piece. The colors in it are:
• Soft gold representing energizing power
• Golden brown representing thriving roots
• Aqua representing gentle water
• Denim representing rushing water
• Stonewash representing pure
• Mushroom representing healthy growth

Many looked and saw no life, some even saw death. But you looked and saw potential 
and life. Many prognosticated failure, some destruction. But the wonderful gift in you 
joyfully shouted success and renewal. As you focus on the gift of your vision, you will 
see the dream come to life. You will eat of success’s fruit. Many will be amazed, some 
will scoff and say they could have done that, had they cared to. 

The best builders are ready to defend themselves from the many, if needed, all the 
while continuing to build. Even if it means one hand is building while the other is holding 
off the naysayers. You are one who can dig down deep and look for (and find) what is 
needed whether it be joy or hope or strength or… you dig and you find. You refuse to 
give up. You are tenacious and creative. You’re passionate about progress. Your 
momentum and stable depth both inspire and ground those around you. 

When the winds come, your deep roots keep you steady. Just as redwood trees gain 
strength by intertwining their roots with other nearby trees, so you gain strength by 
interconnecting with your support system and in doing so both are supported and 
provide support. Your strength is in your roots.

We hope the art and the colorful encouragement speak to you. Enjoy life and stay in the 
flow!
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If this colorful encouragement has touched you, we would love to hear your story!  

Please share it with us by emailing it to info@inspiredflowart.com  


